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Superstorm Sandy – October 29, 2012
Asplundh and UtiliCon Respond

t  Asplundh Storm Center, Willow Grove, PA

p  Leaves and rain were blown onto Home 
Office windows, but the power stayed on!

p  Uprooted pines and removal work u

p  Broken poles and reconductoring work u
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Superstorm Sandy – October 29, 2012
Asplundh and UtiliCon Respond

t  Lifting a transformer and restoration work in Nor’easter snow p

p  Staging area in Waterford, Connecticut.  Valuable tools were stowed in 
the raised buckets.   u  A peaceful dawn in a Long Island, NY staging area.

p  Super wide angle view of staging area on Long Island, NY
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t  Climate controlled sleeping trailers housed over 
1,000 workers at the Brentwood, NY staging area on 
Long Island.  Bunks stacked three high (below) were 
Home Sweet Home for many Asplundh employees and 
were a big step up from sleeping in a truck!

p  The chow hall (tent) at the Brentwood 
staging area served over 1,000 breakfasts 
and dinners for workers on 16-hour shifts. 
Box lunches were also provided for many 
crews to take with them on the road.

t  Various fire departments provided 
warm and dry accommodations for 
Asplundh and UtiliCon crews such as this 
one in Massapequa, NY.
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p  A fallen tree sticks out of a Long Island home.                                  p  Roping and rigging limbs so they don’t fall on the lines.

p  Manuevering a lift into the backyard to remove broken limbs.                            

p  Asplundh crews gather for their morning safety briefing. p  Huge trees toppled by Superstorm Sandy in Cranford, NJ.

p  With the rigging in place, the broken limbs were 
carefully removed without damaging lines or property.
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p  The effects of Superstorm Sandy reached all the way to Canton, OH where p Matt Gruber’s crew carefully removed a broken limb.

p  AETCO and NJ Transit employees pose for a photo 
with a U.S. Navy representative who oversaw a delivery of 
water and food to the workers.

p  American Electrical Testing Co. (AETCO) technicians inspected 
water damaged electrical equipment for New Jersey Transit.

p  Fuel supplies were extremely limited for several days 
in the midst of the storm response. Residents in the New 
York City area were eligible for 5 gallons of free fuel 
for a short while and hundreds of people lined up for it.  
Asplundh’s Procurement Services Department arranged 
for mobile fuel services in parts of New Jersey.

p  Boxes of U.S. military MREs (Meals Ready to Eat) were 
distributed to workers in storm-ravaged northern New Jersey.
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p  Another fish eye lens view of a Long Island, NY staging area.             

p  Shower trailers from the outside.               

t  Outside a True 
Value Hardware store, 
a pumpkin-headed 
tree worker ‘dummy’ 
climbed a ladder to 
prune some limbs.   

u  At the base of the 
ladder, a thank-you sign 
to Connecticut Light & 

Power Co. (CL&P)  
was displayed.            

p  Shower trailers on the inside.
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p  Asplundh crews under Pat Disley and Dave Viveiros worked 
with the Town of Coventry, CT to remove this huge ash that pulled 
down utility lines and blocked the road.          

p  Damage to Connecticut Light & Power lines.        

p  Strange, but kinda cute...            

p  Bank of America set up mobile ATMs in some areas.         
p  Steep terrain and snow in  parts of West Virginia 
and Pennsylvania made for challenging work conditions.

t  A Nor’easter hit about 
a week after Superstorm 
Sandy, bringing snow and 
wind to parts of Long 
Island and New Jersey.  
Slippery roads added to 
the hazardous conditions.
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p  While working for National Grid on Long Island, NY, 
General Foreperson Cletus Hottle sent in this group shot of 
some Tom McDonnell Region crews from Virginia.           

p  More tree and line damage on Long Island, NY.              p  Tree and line damage on Long Island, NY.               

p  General Foreperson Jody Messick of the Tom McDonnell 
Region in Virginia sent in this photo of his forestry crews who 
started storm work in Virginia, but spent the most time in NY.         

p  The dawn of another 16-hour day for Asplundh crews at a 
staging area near Madison, CT.            

p  A few days after Superstorm Sandy struck, 
Asplundh crews working for PECO gathered for a 
morning safety briefing just outside Philadelphia, PA.  
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Young wanted to thank the crews 
for all of their hard work, so they delivered donuts to 
them and then posted this photo on Facebook with 
their story of appreciation for the sacrifices made by 
the workers and their families. Great job!


